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R!quirment for MA/u mntini= Atupuraion contaned
In specifications of first v, ' of two-utep formally
advertised procurement for ep.ctroneter I. defective
and overly restrictive, sinta only one firm's standard
lnstruointation meets requiremntj and since upecifying
dispersion without resolution is notuadequate or mean-
tluful becaume moe m Hdrutnce capsaility desired
throuh'dIsperuion rejuir _ t coul n1il be achievtd
by spectrometer havig elusu dispersiont but superior
resolution. Also, requtre-mt for continuoue *nd
automatic aligmmL-nt aonitor i. of questionable validity.
Coosequastly, spectrometer requireent should be re-
solicited based on actual Gavermat requir-ments.

The Jarrell-Ash Divisiou of the 7iaher Scientific Company
(Jarrell) ha. proteteod against orvaln specificationu contained in
the first atep of inittation for bide: (in) DAAA22-76-B-0004, a
two-atep formally advertised procur-ment, issuad by the Department
of the Army, Watervlait Arsenal, Watervltet, Uew York.

The first-step reiquest for techncicl proposals called for a
direct reaaing vacuua .pnctrocheuicil acalysim system (spectrometer).
The spectrometer is to be used to analyze varied materiala utilized
in the fabrication, procesaing end production of weapona to determine
the elenmieatspresent and their concentrations. uasically, the spec-
trometer analyses material by atomiting the material sample, dispersing
the llght anated through a specially designed grating, snd foeuuing
tie dipersed light at the focal plana where it appear. as monochromatic
lina -oQ the .pectrUxjipjreuuntative of the eleents in the sample. The
sla _nts present and their concentrations-can be idetified by the
Sp ctral line. A "ilrmct reding" mpectronstir has pre-met exit.
*iitefi e., e1sall openingu in the focal plane )Jct.ed at the particular
spectral lines) and corresponding photonultipliere (to measure radiation
intensity) to ascertain the presence snd concentration ot specified
elementu. The optics of the procured specttoltrw& are enclosed in a
vacuLa.
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Tho spneificatiors protestS4 by Jarrell aret

"3.2.2 The .pectroneter shall detect and measure
in the upectral range between 1750A to 4300A minimn.
The upedtrua produced at the focal. carve shall be
continuous *d have a linear d Nvrsdai of four (4)
aneutrous per millimeter [4A/_1 or better in the first
order. The instrsuent shall have a capacity of not lean
than forty (40) exit slit. and forty (40) photoiultiplier
tubea.

"3.2.2.1 The spectrometer *hall be equippe4 with
an al4xnment monitor capable of a*tocmtic and contiruoue
*pectrpl alignment, aensitive to one (1) micron of nisalign-
_ent at the focal plane." (Ephasdh supplied.)

Jerrell contends that the requir mnts for 4A/m diaperm ion and.
an automatic monitor are overly restrictive nd can be tet only by
standard instrumentation manufactured 'by one -dia-istic manufaicurcz--
Naird-Atimic, Inc. %Baird). Jerrll further state! that although a
number of firms hxc: the technical ability to meet theme requirements,
compliance could not then be had ditb paragraph 3.1.4 of the request
for technical proposals which states in pertinent part:

"The equipment shall be nev and of the
manufanturer's latest appioved design. This
design is not to be a prototype system nd the
uanufacturer must have workqg models of similar
system in the field. * * *"

Six technical proposals were submitted under the firut step
from the following firms: Jarrell, Baird, Angstrom, Inc. (Angstrom),
Applied Research :_boratoriea, and the Labtest Equipment Company (two
alternate proposals). The Army ha. not formaily determined which
praposals are acceptable pending our decision in this matter. It
would appear that since only Baird'. technical proposal *sets both
of the protested specification., it would be found to be the only
acceptable proposal under the first step.
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2k. ea*eruaetlsns. of the need, of the Goverfhut and the
_sthed- of accomedating such nes are primarily the responsibility
of the contrting a nci.a of ibe OVrmnt. 38 C04. Gen. 190
(19538>)I "f tur8rOtan giitom Incorporate j 3-180608, June 21,
1974 , 74-1 C0D 345 We recomnubthat Gover et procurement official.,
W( *are fmildiaft with the &oqditouus under wbich upplilea equipment
or eervicea'havy;bcen used in the peat, *andhow they are to be used
In the future, are 'enerally in the beat,pchition to know the Govern-
fht'e ictual neads, and, therefore, aregbs*t able to draft appropriate
upecificaetins. Dtwufacturina Data Sst. esZnc or't&Ld, B-los586,
5-l8060 , January 6, 1975, 75-1 CPD 6; HirefonL Corpodttion, 55 Comp.
u4n. 1362 (1976), o6-2 CPD l U Consequently, we will not qusation an
agency'.'d4eterinnation of what it. actual mnitua neede are %alege
there ii a clear showing t'aCt the determina2ion has no reasonable
basis. ,Aerebont Cobcration, mupra. -;Altbough the law doe"s not
rsquire'that the Govere-nt a legitimate need, be co wratised to
obtain co'eutition where these needs can only be uat'isfi-d bya
single sotwces ,w will closely fcrutinice Un-suL needs deteruinationu
which rnfdctlvely limit competition to a ingle source. See: iuslow
Aseociates, 53 Coop. #en. 478 (1974), 74-1 C?!?34, and 3-178748, Ha7 8,
1975, 75-1 CPD 263; Globe Air. Inc., 3-180969, June 4, 1974, 74-1 CPD
301.

With the foregoaing principles in aiM, we have reviewed the
protested apecifications In consuluation with technical experts. For
the reasons that fal-ow, wu have concluded that the protested specifi-
cations are defective.

-.The'baalc perforuanc.U1heiactiriatiea of the *pectraieter &re
deflnd in yaraaraphili.2.1-fnthe p-cificatinns. This piragraph
contains an alloy natrix defining the: preci id n of sAlyses which
the syutea is required to achieve. This matrix definee the spec-
trometer's ability to find certain specified eleuentC' n specified
alloy, at specified concentrations within specified dev'ationu.

The 4A/a dispersion requirement was imposed in addition to
these required performance characteristics. Dnly Blaird's propoaed
spectrometer net this requirement (2.94 A/m). Other proposed
spectrtmeters varied from 4.63 A/As to 5.6 A/mo dispersion.
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Dieperfion in a apectrometer is a function of the grating apacfag
and the focal length (i.e., the distence beta.. thb grating and the
focal plane). For constact grating spacing, dispersion juneras as
the local length increases; for constact focal imogth, tispersion
increases as the grating spacing decreabes. Coms quantly, dispersion
is related to the physical sine of the *pectroamter (e.g., Jarrell'.
apectrometer's focal length S .75 meture and Uaird'u focal length Is
2.0 meters). Am noted by the Army, "diupersion is a measure of the
ability of a spectrometer to resolve differencee between closely
spaced diffracted spectra." The greater the disperuion, the greater
the distance between adjacent spectral lines, and thue the greater
the ability to differentiate between theme lines.

Based an our review, we Co not believe that merely specifying a
ainimta dispersion in en adequate or weaaingful measure of spectraocter
performance. Another necoesary characteristic to differentiate between
the spectral line. to ascartain that 1leista are precent In a tested
sample is the' remoi-ttion of the spectrometer. 3solution is also an
optical quality of the spectro_2ter. It I. a function of the Spec-
trometer's grating design, focus and freedom from optical aberration.
That is, resolution determines the clarity of tim spactraL lines.

aesolution for a rarticular spectroeeter'can be quantified accordtng
to wave length and pomition in the spectrum.

It is indispensable that a spectrometer 'have both sufficient.
dispersion and sufficient resolution. Dispeesion vithout zesolution
serves no useful purpose. If a spectrometer ha. insufficient resolution,
sup'; tor dispersion will not allow for differentiating between adjacent
ypectral lines: if iniufficisnt dispereson exists, superior resolution
will not permit meeting the performance requm-.eents. Moreover, a
spectrometer with superior resolution and lenser diupersion can have
the ability to differentiate between the sae close spectral lines as
a spectrometer with auperior dispersion but lear resolution.

Consequently, since only the Baird standard inutrumentation can
meet the74A/mm dispersion requiremtnt and since th deirerd -performance

capability which the Aryq 'has stated&i!t wishes to achieve through the
4A/en dispersion requirement could Iellbe achieved by-'spact-omoters
having leso than 4A/mn dimpersion with greater resolution' characteristicu,
we believe this requirement ia.overly restrictive snd defective. See
Globe Air, Inc., supra. Although the Arny state that solicited expert
advice showed the 4A/m dispersion requirement to be'a minitua require-
uent of the Government, there has been no pere-asive response by the
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Ar to the prottster's *nd utLjr interested parties' sas*rtions that
m ctrmnters rlC superior resolution could perform the pecificatioem'
analytical requdhmeazm as wil Ba Nird's larger spectrometer.

The Army state that the 4AA d spereien requir-nt t. minimal
to perform Sta current anal' tical requireewntu. TSh Army ernlains
tha althou gh each. bidder' .pectrometer may b-e *bi to meet the
paragraph '3.2.1 analytical requtrent c ch leent

*ntlX, only spectreCeteru vith more than 4Af dispersion can
analyse the complex alloys involyed. The Army states that the 4AS/m
dispersion requirement ia nzieeuury to insure that the many specified
elements cau b4 analyzud, notwithstanding the apecified allay.'
complexity and the similarity of spectral liuem when they are present
In the alloy. in cauoinition in greatly varyirg-concentrations. As a
specific example of sln t, whose spectral line. are so closely
located that 4A/m_ dispersion is necessary to separate them, the Army
cites sulphur and boron.

The fact that the spectrometer to be procuied. in to be "direct
reading" shows that the bidders were being required to promise that
thebequipuent iil eiuwiltineouely detect all ellllnt. listed in the
matrix for thb ipecifted aUlys A "dircct re dteig" spectrometer
has ;iie-et exit .litnsg-tC tht 2 focal plane at a pat Icular spectral
lIne for each and aver)*- slant specified in the matrix. By indicating
compliance with'paragraph 3.2 1., which states the Government's current
performance requireuentabidder iebound to supply a direct reading
spdctrometer which ha suffic'ient resolution and, dispersion to
4irultaneouslv detect the presence and concentrations of all, of the
specified elements in the specified alloys. Nothing in the record
would indicate that any ' the five bidders cannot meet this require-,
ment.

With regard to the sulphur and boron example, certain spectral
lines for theae-two element. are very'close together (a.g., a
difference of i5A). Howver, since each element has more than one
sp-ctral line and sincelthe spectral line, used in the spectrometers to
be 'procured to detect these eleaents are predetermined through the exit
alit confiturction, a bidder can deaign the spectro eter selecting
whatever spectral linee for the element. it wants so long as the
par-aiph 3.2.1 performanue requixemento are aatisfied. For exawple,
In consenting on the r-otept, Jarrell and Baird have proposed varied
solutions utilizing d1fSerent spectral lInes to resolve the sulphur-
boron problem.

-5-
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The Army also indicates that the W4Am dispersion requirsact
in necessary to allow for growth potential to meet future needs.
However, for the reasons discussed .bwev specifying a aIfmms
dispersion vithout considering resolution is not a sufficient _mthod
to provide for future need., mince resolution is also an *eManti l
and necessary condition. In direct reading spectrometers, determin-
ing whether particular nw elements or alloys can be analyzed by
adding now exit .lis: and photomultipliers is a very complex engineer-
ing design tosk. Since poemible interference with other spectral
lnos must-be considered, it *my be impossibIt to merely add another
exit slit et the focal plane for a now eleaent. Requiring a minimus
dispersion in a spectrometer without reference co resolution in no
way ensures that it will be easier to effectively add exit mlits for
new elements in the future.

it would appear that the best way for p-oviding for possible
future need. is to specify what specific elements and alloys nay
have to be analyzed in'the future in a matrix such as in paragraph
3.2.1. Bidders can then plan how the system can be modified to meet
these condition. when they nay arise. The Army states that 4AA/a
dispersion is required to analyze the very complex boron, cobalt
and uranium alloys, which it implies it nay have to analyze in the
future. If these capabilitits are known and needed, they should be
specified as performance characteristics.

The Army states that the 4A/m dispersion requiremaent is well
within the "state-of-the-art,", and bidders could have modified their
existing equipment to comply with this requirement if they had so
desired. The Army also notes that Jarrell would have met the 4A/zm
lispersion requirement !! it had proposed its larger "Model 1500"
(1.5 Letet focal length), which has a dispersion of 3.4 Alm.

With regard. to the "Model 1500" spectrometer, Jarrell has stated
that it is not available with a vacuum attachment and could not possibly
meet the paragraph 3.2.2.2 temperature stability requirements (quoted
belo). In addition, the "Model 1500" does not have an aucomatic
monitor in violation of paragraph 3.2.2.1 (discussed below).

We cannot tay that the changes nec-eoary to increa e the dispersion
in *'miectrometer wch appear to be within the technical expertise of
the five biddera, would necemar-ily render the instrutent a "prototype"
-- i.e., "an original model on which something is modeled." See Webster's
New Collegiate Diction tv (1975 ed.). However, the critical question in
this cast in not wh ther the requirement is within the "state-af-the-
art." Rather, the critical question is whether the 4A/m dispersion
specification ha. a reasonable basi, which we have found to be lacking
here.
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In sy sweet coutrary to the Arny's iplicationa, the changes
muceasary to convert a spectrometer to 4Am dLspersion would con-
stitut, 'at beet, a difficult engineering design problem. The
in _mtte basic prerforace could will be utgnificantly itpacted
if much changes were attempted. Since disperuion is a function of
focal length end grating spacing, either the mise of the upectrometer
or the grating design would have totbe alcered to increase diupersion.
It seas apparent that changing the physical size (focal length) of
t'to spectrometer would essentially require-redesign of the *yutes.
Also, changing the grating spacing may require appreciable redesign
of the system and my adversely affect wave levnth coverage.

In view of the foregoing conclusion that tie 4A/mr dispersion
requirement lacks a reasonAble basis, we believe the Arny's *pectro.-
*t-r requireant should be reaolicited barnd on the Government's
actual require me ts.

- t5dso, baled on our review, we believe thebr'cuirement that: ihe
spectrnmeter have a continuous and autoeltil' monitor is of questionable
validity. All spectrometers have an optical alignment minitor to correct
misalignmnt between the exit glit. and spectral linen, which would
cause errors in analysing materials. Misalignment is primarily caused
by *nvironmental factors, in particulr, temperature fluctuations.

Jesidee Jaird, only Angstrom proposed a spectrometer with an
automatic monitor, which aJ!tuata for misalignment without the need
of- human'interference. Uowiver, in its proposal, Angstrom stated
that the, automatic-uonitor "A * added ca0 t item which 1' not
reuuiredifor contiuuous operation *,* * Angstrom ha. subsequently
characterized'theautomatic monitor as "an unnecessae complication"
which "can coitributa more problems than they are worth." Moreover,
since Angstrom's proposed spectrometer did not meet the 4A/me dispersion
requirnent, only Baird's proposal appears to be Acceptable. The other
bidders proposed manual monitors, which can be periodically checked and,
if misalignment Is detected, adjusted by merely turning a control knob.

The Army has cited the following reasons for needing an automatic
alignment monitor:

"1) With the normal temperature fluctuation in
the area wher this spectrometer will be housed,
which have been aggravated by ongoing energy
'conqervation m"sures, misalignment is going to
be a problem.

-7-
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"2) The ietaded skill level of the technician
aperating the equipment will be at the loest practical
level comeensurate with the complexity of the system.

"3) The requirement to frequently check and
correct misalignment Iea n uwacc ptable aid unneceasary
complexity.

"4) The potential of overlooking iualignment
rasulting in erroneous results could have very undesir-
able impact, pa'ticularly in the areas of incoming and
in-process material analysis.

"5) Ziperts and users consulted on the necessity
for automatic and continuous altgrlaent state [it i.]'an
important and necessary feature, wnll worth investment,
particuladly, to minimize skill level and probability
of error."'

Paragraph 3.2.2 2 of't apecifications provides that "the
*pectrometers vacuum chamber shall be therially insulated to with-
stand room-temperature variation of + 10F per hour." Since the
spectrometer aptico are in vacuum, the instrument in required'to be
able to withutand-tempa'tture fluctuations of plus or minus 101
vieiout adverse erfects on performance. Consequently, the Army's
first stated reason seems to say that the spectrometer--a valuable
piece of'precision laboratory equipment--io taobe used in an environ-
ment where the temperature fluctuations will exceed plus or minus 10.
Although much usage seems impliusible, it would Appear that large
temperature fluctuation 'in relatively short period of time may be
better controlled by a continuous and automatic alignment monitor.

The second stated reason also appearo doubtful. It seems
unlikely that'totally unskilled persons would operate such an
expensive precision instrument. Reading the manual nonttors takes
only elementary training. Also, to manually correct misalignment,
one need only twist a control knob. This takes about 10 second. and
requires very little skill.

Ae for the third *tated reason, it would App- r'that adjtitmrints
to aligns'nt are not am "frequent" a 'the Army iWlies in spectrometers
with manual monitors. That is, assuming relatively stable environmental
conditions, it is very likely t!'at daily verifications would be cuffi-
cient. Moreover, we note that a manual master monitor tu check the
automatic monitor is provided in the Baird system. We assume this
monitor ham to be periodically checked and perhaps adjusted just as
a uanual alignment monitor.

'I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
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To vim of the foregoing discusatoc, tho fourth and fifth utated
wrta.. VAN of 2** mport.

In addition, although the Army correctly noeas that autistic
monitors arm within the "state-of-the-art" and achievable by the
five bidders, adding much monitors to a *pectro ater presently having
a manual monitor could aimo cause knotty engineering deSign problems,
which may iqpact on the system'a performance. Also, although the
Army claims that unalysis costs vill be reduced through an automatic
monitor-which we do not believe the record necessarily supporta--an
autoratic aliS gent monitor would certainly add more initial hardware
couts.

In view of the foregoing, we believe that the Army should rcaesees
its needs regarding an automatic monitor for the procured spectrometer.

During our review, wn almo noted that paragj'ah 4.4.3 of the
specification requires quality assurance acceptsace teat standards,
which appear to be ispousible to meet and which are inconsistent with
the paragraph 3.2.1 analytical performance requirements. Paragraph
4.4.3 provides that "the iemtan shall analyse one certified otandard for
each of the alloy systems listed in paragraph 3.2.1 to within 2 percent
of the amount present." (Emphasis supplied.) It is our understanding that
achieving accuracy in amount (as opposed to precisioa) at the 2-percent
level for the analytical conditions specified is beyond the state- f-
the-art.

Accordingly, Jarr.ll' protest is sustained. We recommend that
the Army resolicit this requirement consistent with this decision.

Since our decision contains a recomiendation for corrective action,
we have furni'O.ed a copy to the congressional coamittees referenced in
section 236 of the Legislative Reorganisation Act of 1970, 31 U.S.C. I
1176 (1970), which requires the submission of written statements by the
agency to the House and Ssnate Comiittees on Government Operations and
Appropriationa concerning the action taken with reep.ct to our recommenda-
tion.

Ae 4 1L
Deputy Comptroller General

of the United States
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